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5 – INTRODUCTION
Wrestling Canada Lutte (WCL) hopes to foster an environment with improved team spirit and comradery.
WCL also desires for wrestlers across the country to represent their clubs and provinces with pride, provide
clubs with the opportunity to increase awareness of their brands, generate sponsorship revenue, and
promote themselves.
The purpose of this document is to set out the uniform policy that will be used by Wrestling Canada Lutte
(WCL) at all WCL sanctioned domestic events (eg. Championships, wrestle-offs, Team Trials, other
selection events).

7 – SINGLET GUIDELINES
Athletes are required to wear singlets at WCL sanctioned domestic events as specified below. National
team (Team Canada) singlets are not permitted.
Athletes must have two singlets, based on club and / or provincial colours, one with red bands and one
with blue bands. The bands must follow these guidelines:
a) Two bands, one on each leg, 7 cm in width, positioned across the bottom edge of the legs. The bands
must cover the circumference of the legs.
b) One band, 7 cm in width, positioned on the backside of the upper torso, below the athlete’s name if
applicable. The band should be exclusively placed on the back half of the singlet, not visible on the
front half.
c) The red and blue markings must not include any graphics, logos or third-party identification.
The rest of the singlet may be a different colour than the band. However, to avoid similar colour
combinations between competing wrestlers, each singlet must be made up of at least 60% the following
approved colours:
The blue singlet must be made up of at least 60% of the following colours:
• Black, Blue, Green, Grey, Purple, Silver
The red singlet must be made up of at least 60% of the following colours:
• White, Orange, Pink, Red, Yellow, Brown, Gold
Teams are encouraged to have club and / or provincial logos on the front of the singlet and the two-letter
provincial acronym on the back (i.e., MB for Manitoba). Singlets with emblems, logos, or letter acronyms
of Canada (CAN) and other countries are prohibited, unless worn by a foreign team participating in the
event.
Singlets without markings are permitted, provided that the singlets are primarily red or primarily blue.
Manufacturer’s logos or markings are permitted.
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9 – SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship placements will be allowed for all WCL sanctioned domestic events (eg. Championships,
wrestle-offs, Team Trials, other selection events) and shall follow the guidelines below. A maximum of
three sponsor placements can be used on the singlet. The sponsors shall be placed at space A, B and D or
at space C, E and F. The sponsor placements can be used for one sponsor or several sponsors.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sponsor Space A: Front side; right leg
Sponsor Space B: Front side; left leg
Sponsor Space C: Front side; chest / abdomen area
Sponsor Space D: Back side; upper back
Sponsor Space E: Back side; left leg
Sponsor Space F: Back side; right leg

All sponsor logos shall not exceed 12cm x 12cm in size at any of the locations listed above.
Sponsors in the areas of alcohol, tobacco, and cannabis are not permitted on singlets at WCL sanctioned
events.

; – IMPLEMENTATION
WCL desires for all clubs and provinces to commit to the changes in the policy, in effect for the 2021
competition season, but recognizes that a transition period will be necessary. As such, allowances will be
made throughout the 2021 calendar year.
The policy will be in full effect starting January 2022.
A WCL representative and the on-site head official at each of the respective WCL sanctioned domestic
events will have the final authority on approving or rejecting competition singlets at weigh-ins and during
competition.
Clubs and provinces are encouraged to send their singlet designs to WCL for pre-approval prior to
production.
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